During 2006 the environment in which the provision of public archive services exists continued to be influenced by wider legislative and regulatory currents. No sooner it seems have archivists become accustomed to the operation of Data Protection legislation, which relates exclusively to living people, than there are intimations that the Human Rights Act might apply additionally to the dead. How does this affect access to the records of deceased patients? At the same time Freedom of Information encourages a public expectation of less restrictive access conditions to all sorts of records held by public bodies. Who would be an archivist in the twenty-first century?
The annual digest of accessions to repositories published by the National Archives on its website is unusually difficult to interpret this year as almost all dates seem to have been edited out (see http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/accessions/ 2005/05digests/medic.htms). Fortunately the Wellcome Library has received a fuller copy of the specialist digest for records relating to medicine and health, with dates included. Among the customary mass of hospital and health authority records a few entries stand out: records of the Birmingham Pauper Lunatic Asylum, 1850-72 (Birmingham City Archives); patient case files from St David's Hospital, Carmarthen, c.1895 Carmarthen, c. -1948 Norman (fl.1947-91) , ''writer on windmills and fen drainage'', sets off all sorts of speculations about the medical aspects of his research; these are however swiftly disappointed when it is revealed by the fuller digest that he has slipped into the medical section on the web by accident.
Business records have only a walk-on part this year: minutes of the Surgical Dressing Manufacturers Association, 1936-89, reported by Lancashire Record Office, are perhaps the most important; unquestionably the most unusual are the surviving records of C and G Kearsley Ltd, patent medicine manufacturers of London, whose one product, ''Widow Welch's pills'', marketed from the late eighteenth century to the 1960s, was ''justly celebrated for all female complaints'' (Wellcome Library). The Wellcome Library as usual dominates the field in respect of professional medical associations and pressure groups, with accessions as varied as the records of the British Society for the Study of Prosthetic Dentistry, the Neonatal Society, Eurotox (the Association of European Toxicologists and European Societies of Toxicology), and the World Federation of Neurology. Perhaps more interesting than any of these however are the records of the British Medical Ultrasound Society, c.1950-99, taken in by Glasgow University Archives, which include deposited papers of several eminent practitioners.
News that the Wellcome Trust funded scheme Research Resources in Medical History has been granted a five-year extension, taking it through to 2011, was both testimony to the success of the scheme since its inception in 2000 and a tonic for the large number of custodians of collections and historians of medicine whose particular areas of the field have yet to feel the benefits of the infusion of dedicated conservation or cataloguing funds. Berkshire Record Office, who received a grant for processing the records of Fair Mile Hospital, the former County Lunatic Asylum, held a launch event for the archive in October 2006, at which the astonishing range of types of record generated by this psychiatric hospital, from the expected (admissions registers, staff records) to the unexpected (theatrical bills for the regular performances put on by the patients) were on view (see http://www.berkshirerecordoffice. org.uk/collections/fairmile.htm). In the future the Fair Mile project might be seen as something of a dry run for tackling the larger archive of Broadmoor Hospital, which Berkshire Record Office has recently succeeded in acquiring.
Another powerful web-based tool of potential interest to medical historians became available during 2006. Archive Grid is a searchable online database that brings together data drawn from libraries, archives and museums worldwide, relating to over a million separate collections (see http://archivegrid.org/web/jsp/index.jsp). In fact the coverage is heavily concentrated on American institutions, but for most British users this is a strength rather than a weakness, as US institutions contain so much material of British origin and the National Register of Archives and other British-based union databases already cover home terrain pretty comprehensively. One drawback is that this is a subscription database, although users of the Wellcome Library can obtain free access on site. User access to digital surrogates of archival documents rather than merely to catalogue descriptions remains underdeveloped. The provision of such resources in this country is still largely confined to window dressing catalogue descriptions with a gallery of images or access to digital copies of runs of standard format records of prime interest to genealogists (from whom significant sums to recoup the costs of digitization can be obtained). Cost is indeed the chief impediment to more extensive provision of digital surrogates, but users of archives and others who clamour for more digital resources should remember that, at the same time as apparently providing greater access to records, the process often has the effect of handing even more control to custodians; who after all is likely to select the documents to be digitized and determine how they will be displayed and interpreted?
The The BSHPCH is offering a £250 prize for an original essay of up to 3000 words on any aspect of the history of paediatrics and child health, in any period of time or place. The prize has been established in memory of Dr William Cadogan (1711-1797) of Bristol, an eminent pioneer of child health care and father of infant care in Britain. As well as the prize, the winner will be invited to give a presentation to the autumn meeting of the Society. The closing date is 1 April 2007 and the winner will be notified in early July of that year. Further enquiries (and submissions) should be directed to the Secretary: Mr Robert Arnott, Director, Centre for the History of Medicine, The Medical School, University of Birmingham, Birmingham B15 2TT, UK; email: r.g.arnott@bhanm.ac.uk
